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	Distributed with every copy of Python, the standard library contains hundreds of modules that provide tools for interacting with the operating system, interpreter, and Internet. All of them are tested and ready to be used to jump start the development of your applications. This book presents selected examples demonstrating how to use the most commonly used features of the modules that give Python its “batteries included” slogan, taken from the popular Python Module of the Week (PyMOTW) blog series.


	Master the Powerful Python Standard Library through Real Code Examples


	 


	The Python Standard Library contains hundreds of modules for interacting with the operating system, interpreter, and Internet—all extensively tested and ready to jump-start your application development. The Python Standard Library by Example introduces virtually every important area of the Python 2.7 library through concise, stand-alone source code/output examples, designed for easy learning and reuse.


	 


	Building on his popular Python Module of the Week blog series, author and Python expert Doug Hellmann focuses on “showing” not “telling.” He explains code behavior through downloadable examples that fully demonstrate each feature.


	 


	You’ll find practical code for working with text, data types, algorithms, math, file systems, networking, the Internet, XML, email, cryptography, concurrency, runtime and language services, and much more. Each section fully covers one module, and links to valuable additional resources, making this book an ideal tutorial and reference. Coverage includes

	
		
			Manipulating text with string, textwrap, re, and difflib

	
	
		
			Implementing data structures: collections, array, queue, struct, copy, and more

	
	
		
			Reading, writing, and manipulating files and directories

	
	
		
			Regular expression pattern matching

	
	
		
			Exchanging data and providing for persistence Archiving and data compression

	
	
		
			Managing processes and threads

	
	
		
			Using application “building blocks”: parsing command-line options, prompting for passwords, scheduling events, and logging

	
	
		
			Testing, debugging, and compilation

	
	
		
			Controlling runtime configuration

	
	
		
			Using module and package utilities

	



	If you’re new to Python, this book will quickly give you access to a whole new world of functionality. If you’ve worked with Python before, you’ll discover new, powerful solutions and better ways to use the modules you’ve already tried.
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DocBook 5: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you need a reliable tool for technical documentation, this clear and concise reference will help you take advantage of DocBook, the popular XML schema originally developed to document computer and hardware projects. DocBook 5.0 has been expanded and simplified to address documentation needs in other fields, and it's quickly...
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Neo4j Graph Data ModelingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design efficient and flexible databases by optimizing the power of Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Model your data as a graph using Neo4j to design databases with minimum hassle
	
		Discover new patterns using graphs and solve problems that are difficult to solve using any other database
	...
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Beginning ASP.NET 4: in C# and VB (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	To build effective and attractive database-driven web sites, you need two things: a solid and fast framework to run your web pages on and a rich and extensive environment to create and program these web pages. With ASP.NET 4 and Visual Web Developer 2010 you get both. Together they form the platform to create dynamic and interactive web...
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Pro ODP.NET for Oracle Database 11gApress, 2010

	This book is a comprehensive and easy-to-understand guide for using the Oracle Data Provider (ODP) version 11g on the .NET Framework. It also outlines the core GoF (Gang of Four) design patterns and coding techniques employed to build and deploy high-impact mission-critical applications using advanced Oracle database features through the...
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Mastering IBM WebSphere Portal: Expert Guidance to Build and Deploy Portal ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Maximize on the power of WebSphere Portal to build and deploy portals
 If you use, develop, manage, or administer WebSphere applications, you are probably already building or managing Web portals–or well on your way to doing so. With this comprehensive book, you’ll discover how these portals bring together important functions such...
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ConfessionsHackett Publishing, 2019

	"Williams's masterful translation satisfies (at last!) a long-standing need. There are lots of good translations of Augustine's great work, but until now we have been forced to choose between those that strive to replicate in English something of the majesty and beauty of Augustine's Latin style and those that opt instead...
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